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Near the end of the calendar year, when El Niño events typically reach their peak amplitude, there is a southward shift
of the zonal wind anomalies which were centred around the equator prior to the event peak. Previous studies have
shown that ENSOs anomalous wind stresses, including this southward shift, can be reconstructed with the two leading
EOFs of wind stresses over the tropical Pacific. Here a hybrid coupled model is developed, featuring a statistical
atmosphere that utilises these first two EOFs along with a linear shallow water model ocean, and a stochastic westerly
wind burst model. This hybrid coupled model is then used to assess the role of this meridional wind movement on both
the seasonal synchronization as well as the duration of the events.

Take-home messages
§ The discharge of WWV due to the southward wind shift of El Niño-related westerly plays a key role in having the El Niño peak in the boreal winter.
§ The addition of the southward wind shift (EOF2) in the model leads duration of El Niño events to be shorter than when it is not taken into account
whereas no discernible difference is found for La Niña case.
§ High frequencies of WWB might neutralize the role of this meridional wind movement in simulations with EOF2.

1. EOF of wind stresses

Southward wind shift

3. Response of the HCMs to observed WWBs

§ Positive zonal wind
anomalies in the westerncentral Pacific.
§ Time series consistent
with N34 SSTA.

§ Anticyclonic circulation in
Philippines.
§ Westerlies located south
of the equator.

Forced with wind stress observed during Jan 96 –
Apr 97 (Atm. & WWB models inactive), and then
coupled (Atm. model activated)

§ Maximum amplitude:
south of the equator.

§ Related to the
southward wind shift.
§ Role in the recharge/
discharge of eq. WWV
region.

§ PC1 composites:
§ Development of ENSO events from Mar0-May0,
reaching the maximum amplitude near the end of the
calendar year.
§ Difference between the two types of El Niño events:
PC1 amplitudes in EP EN stronger; and zero values
are reached ~3 months after than CP EN.
§ PC2 composites:
§ Difference between the two types of El Niño events:
PC2 during EP EN changes sign dramatically around
the mature phase, while PC2 values during CP EN
remain roughly zero thereafter.
§ PC2 during LN ~ mirrors that of CP EN.
§ Analysis of these composites with EOF patterns
reveals that EOF2 represents the southward shift of
zonal wind stress anomalies during both El Niño and
La Niña.

§ All three HCMs do a
reasonable job
reproducing the 1997/98
El Niño peak.
§ EN magnitude stronger
in HCM1+2 and
HCM1+2S than HCM1.

§ Abrupt termination in
HCM1+2.
§ Differences in SSTA
due to magnitude and
spatial distribution of
zonal wind stresses.

Forced with wind stress observed during Jan 96 –
Apr 97 (Atm. & WWB models inactive), and then
coupled (HCM1+2 model activated), fixing the PC1PC2 relationship to a given calendar month
§ Jan: the weakest oceanatmosphere coupling
(most stable conditions)
§ Jul: the strongest oceanatmosphere coupling
(most unstable
conditions).

§ Duration of EN much
longer when EOF2 is
fixed in July.
§ No difference between
the perpetual Jan. and
Jul. runs in SSTA or
WWV for the resulting
La Niña.

Forcing x (-1)

Forced with wind stress observed during Jan 96 –
Apr 97 (Atm. & WWB models inactive), and then
coupled (Atm. model activated) in different
calendar months
§ HCM1: similar pattern for § HCM1+2: as the coupling
all runs
shifts to later in the
§ HCM1+2: all simulations
calendar year, the wind
reach their SSTA peak
stresses become less
during DJF, regardless the symmetric about the
calendar month when the equator (max. amplitude
model coupling is
of the events smaller)
initiated.

2. Hybrid coupled model (HCM)
Shallow-Water Model

4. Response of the HCMs to stochastic WWBs



Westerly Wind Burst Model








Atmospheric Model

Model set-up
Magnitude of WWB

Probability of WWB

8, 10, 12, 14 m/s

2.50, 3.75,
5.00 WWB/yr

STD of Niño-3 index
for each calendar month
§ Observations:
§ Relationship between PC1 and PC2 depends
strongly on calendar month.
§ Three different configurations of HCM:
§ HCM1: EOF1 only (i.e., no meridional wind
movement)
§ HCM1+2: PC2 calculated by least squares
second-order polynomial fit from PC1 for each
calendar month. Asymmetry between warm
and cold events (more realistic set up)
§ HCM1+2S: based on C-mode (non-linear
interaction between ENSO and the annual
cycle). PC2 calculated by PC2simple. Linear
relationship (idealized southward wind shift)

In the three HCMs, the amplitude of ENSOs
EOF1 surface winds stresses are calculated
using the model Niño-3 index, as PC1 ~ Niño-3
index.

§ HCM1: std. ~ constant throughout the
year.
§ HCM1+2, HCM1+2S: exhibit
synchronization to the annual, although
weaker variability than observed.

ENSO peak time

Timing of WWB
occurrence

HCMs
HCM1, HCM1+2,
HCM1+2s

4 members

§ HCM1: SM ~ 1 regardless any feature of WWB.
§ HCM1+2: greatest values of SM obtained with
Pwwb~3-4 WWB/yr and Mwwb~12-14 m/s.
§ HCM1+2S: SM increases towards few but strong
WWB.

ENSO duration
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§ HCM1: peaks distributed all year round.
§ El Niño in HCM1+2, HCM1+2S: most peaks
occur between September and January.
§ La Niña in HCM1+2S ~ El Niño in HCM1+2S
§ La Niña in HCM1+2: most peaks occur
between May and August.

(100-yr each)

Seasonality metric (SM)
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144 runs

§ Duration asymmetry in obs. is reproduced
by HCM1+2.
§ EN in HCM1+2 and HCM1+2S are shorter
than HCM1.
§ No striking difference for La Niña case.

